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With luxury vehicles equipped with so many new features, automotive product specialists are becoming increasingly
significant as 24 percent of owners worked with one in 2016, according to J.D. Power's new report.

The 2016 U.S. Sales Satisfaction Index Study shows that luxury automotive brands have an important role to fill as
technology becomes increasingly progressive. Features in luxury vehicles are becoming so high tech that
consumers need to be walked through how it all works and what they can do, which means product specialists are
needed to arm customers with all the information they need.

"Owners can be challenged with the complexity of today's vehicles," said Chris Sutton, vice president of the
automotive retail practice at J.D. Power. "More dealerships are employing product specialistsand more brands,
especially the luxury brands, are requiring that the dealers have them to help the customer have a more thorough
ownership experience with their new car or truck.

"Having a product specialist show the technology to the owner can really ensure the customer gets the most benefit
out of their vehicle," he said.

J.D. Power surveyed 28,979 buyers who purchased or leased a new vehicle in April or May 2016.

Armed with information
Product specialists are there to make sure owners are aware of all the technology available to them with their new or
previously purchased vehicles. Last year only 19 percent of luxury vehicle owners had contact with a product
specialist, which jumped up 5 percent in one year.
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Product innovations in vehicles

It is  vital for luxury automotive brands to include this type of help, as on average when the technology is too difficult
for the owner, there is a 98-point drop in satisfaction.

With so many details going into consumers' trust and affinity for brands, taking the top spot in sentiment is a major
win for automotive brands. Germany's Porsche was ranked as the top luxury vehicle brand in J.D. Power's study in
regards to satisfaction with a score of 824.

Infiniti trails close behind at second with a score of 815, followed by Mercedes-Benz at third with an 809 and BMW
and Cadillac tied at fourth both with a score of 804.

Jaguar Land Rover

While smartphone usage is on the rise for vehicle purchasing decision-making, calling dealerships is still proving to
be extremely important. Forty-two percent of consumers claim to call dealerships to check on inventory and pricing.

Gen Y is proving to be the most difficult in swaying their decisions with a satisfaction score of 824 compared to the
836 score of baby boomer and pre-boomer buyers.

Luxury investments
As affluent consumers continue to purchase the most innovative vehicles, they are slowing down on classic car
purchases.

Classic cars are being dethroned as the number one avenue for luxury investments, as high-quality wine makes its
comeback, according to Knight Frank's Luxury Investment Index.

While classic cars have risen in value by more than 500 percent within the past 10 years and 8 percent year over year,
vintage wines are surpassing old-time vehicles in terms of popularity with consumers. A drop in the value of
Bordeaux wines caused slow growth for the wine sector, but its recent price boom has caused a growth increase
while at the same time the classic car market slipped below 10 percent growth for the first time in five years (see
more).

"The complexity of vehicles today is requiring a different approach in how manufacturers and dealers deliver
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vehicles to customers," Mr. Sutton said. "The process requires more follow-up, additional expertise on the part of the
dealership and communication from the manufacturer on operating features/controls.

"After several years of impressive growth in the customer experience ratings, the past three years have been flat," he
said. "We'd attribute this to the growing Gen Y presence in the market and their raised expectations."
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